ISBN 978-952-214-438-6 (paperback) Interest towards image mosaicing has existed since the dawn of photography. Many automatic digital mosaicing methods have been developed, but unfortunately their evaluation has been only qualitative. Lack of generally approved measures and standard test data sets impedes comparison of the works by different research groups. For scientific evaluation, mosaic quality should be quantitatively measured, and standard protocols established.
Introduction
Many automatic digital mosaicing (stitching, panorama) methods have been developed [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , but unfortunately their evaluation has been only qualitative. Lack of generally approved measures and standard test data sets impedes comparison of the works by different research groups. There seems to exist some generally used image sets for mosaicing, for instance the "S. Zeno" (e.g. in [4] ), but being real world data, they lack proper ground truth information for basis of objective evaluation, especially intensity and color ground truth. Evaluations have been mostly based on human judgment, while others use ad hoc computational measures such as image blurriness [4] . The ad hoc measures are usually tailored for specific image registration and blending algorithms, possibly giving meaningless results for other mosaicing methods and failing in many simple cases. For instance, if a mosaicing (or blending) method chooses each mosaic pixel from strictly one video frame, image blur metrics are useless. On the other hand, comparison to any reference mosaic is misleading, if the reference method does not generate an ideal reference mosaic. The very definition of ideal mosaic is ill-posed in most real world scenarios. Ground truth information is crucial for evaluating mosaicing methods on an absolute level and an important research question remains how the ground truth can be formed.
In this paper we propose a method for creating artificial video images for testing mosaicing performance. This method is of restricted value, but enough to show the benefits of artificial video and to demonstrate the proposed measuring (quality visualization) method. We also present an idea for obtaining an approximate ground truth when shooting a real video sequence. The problem with real world data is that ground truth information is nearly impossible to gather at sufficient accuracy. Yet ground truth must be the foundation for quantitative analysis. Defining the ground truth ourselves and from it generating the video frames allows to use whatever error measures required. Issues with mosaic coverage are addressed, what to do when a mosaic covers areas it should not cover and vice versa. Finally, we propose a measurement method, or more precisely, a visualization method which can be used with different error metrics (e.g. root-mean-squared error or an image gradient based difference metric). The measurement method completes our mosaic quality evaluation framework.
The terminology is used as follows. A base image is a large high resolution image that is decided to be the ground truth. Video frames, small sub-images that represent (virtual) camera output, are generated from the base image. An intermediate step between the base image and the video frame is an optical image, which covers the area the camera sees at a time, and has a higher resolution than the base image. Sequence of video frames, or the video, is fed to a mosaicing algorithm producing a mosaic image. Depending on the camera scanning path (location and orientation of the visible area at each video frame), even the ideal mosaic would not cover the whole base image. The area of the base image, that would be covered by the ideal mosaic, is called the base area.
The main contribution of this work is a quantitative quality evaluation framework for mosaicing. The framework can utilize any per-pixel image difference metric for measuring per-pixel error, and provides the mathematical interpretation required for computing and integrating the error over a mosaic pixel. The information from per-pixel error scores is gathered into a graph, that is easy to read and compare, and reveals more about mosaic quality than a single number. The other contributions are the method for creating artificial videos from a high quality image and the method for obtaining an approximate ground truth when shooting with a real video camera.
In Section 2 related work on quantitative quality estimation are referenced. Our video generator is explained in Section 3. Section 4 proposes an approach for reporting mosaicing error. The approach and artificial videos are demonstrated in Section 5. Finally, the results and methods are discussed in Section 6.
Related Work
The work by Boutellier et al. [6] is in essence very similar to ours. They also have the basic idea of creating artificial image sequences and then comparing generated mosaics to the base image. The generator applies perspective and radial geometric distortions, vignetting, changes in exposure, and motion blur. Apparently they assume that a camera mainly rotates when imaging different parts of a scene. Boutellier uses SIFT [7] based registration and a warping method to align the mosaic to the base image for pixel-wise comparison. Due to additional registration steps this evaluation scheme will likely be too inaccurate for superresolution methods. It also presents mosaic quality as a single number, which cannot provide sufficient information.
Möller et al. [8] present a taxonomy of image differences and classify error types into registration errors and visual errors. Registration errors are due to incorrect geometric registration and visual errors appear because of vignetting, illumination and small moving objects in images. Based on pixel-wise intensity and gradient magnitude differences and edge preservation score, they have composed a voting scheme for assigning small image blocks labels depicting present error types. Another voting scheme then suggests what kind of errors an image pair as a whole has, including radial lens distortion and vignetting. Möller's evaluation method is aimed to evaluate mosaics as such, but ranking mosaicing algorithms by performance is more difficult.
Image fusion is basically very different from mosaicing. Image fusion combines images from different sensors to provide a sum of information in the images. One sensor can see something another cannot, and vice versa, the fused image should contain both modes of information. In mosaicing all images come from the same sensor and all images should provide the same information from a same physical target. However, it is still interesting to view the paper by Petrović and Xydeas [9] . They propose an objective image fusion performance metric. Based on gradient information they provide models for information conservation and loss, and artificial information (fusion artifacts) due to image fusion.
ISET vCamera [10] is a Matlab software that simulates imaging with a camera to utmost realism and processes spectral data. We did not use this software, because we could not find a direct way to use the virtual camera to take a picture of only a portion of a source image with rotation. Furthermore, the level of realism and spectral processing was mostly unnecessary in our application and contributed only excessive computational load.
Generating Video
This section presents how an artificial video can be generated by taking pictures of a bigger image (the base image) with a virtual camera. The virtual camera moves according to a predetermined scan path. The scan path can be manually created by a user plotting ground truth locations with orientation on the base image. For narrow baseline videos cubic interpolation is used to create a denser path. A diagram of the artificial video generation is presented in Figure 1 . The high resolution base image is considered as the ground truth, an exact representation of the world. All image discontinuities (pixel borders) belong to the exact representation, i.e. the pixel values are not just samples from the world in the middle of logical pixels but the whole finite pixel area is of that uniform color. This decision makes the base image solid, i.e., there are no gaps in the data and nothing to interpolate. It also means that the source image can be sampled using the nearest pixel method. For simplicity, the mosaic image plane is assumed to be parallel to the base image. To avoid registering the future mosaic to the base image, the pose and scale of the first frame in a video is fixed and provides the coordinate reference. This aligns the mosaic and the base image at sub-pixel accuracy and allows to evaluate also superresolution methods.
The base image is sampled to create an optical image, that spans a virtual sensor array exactly. The resolution of the optical image is k interp times the base image resolution, and it must be considerably higher than the array resolution. Note, that resolution here means the number of pixels per physical length unit, not the image size. The optical image is formed by accounting the virtual camera location and orientation. The area of view is determined by a magnification factor k magn and the sensor array size w s , h s such that the optical image in terms of base image pixels is of the size ws kmagn , hs kmagn . All pixels are square. The optical image is integrated to form the sensor output image. Figure 2 presents the structure of the coordinate system of the virtual sensor array element. The center of a logical pixel is at integer coordinates in the output image. A "light sensitive" area inside each logical pixel is defined by its location (x, y) ∈ ([0, 1], [0, 1]) and size w, h such that x + w ≤ 1 and y + h ≤ 1. The pixel fill ratio, as related to true camera sensor arrays, is wh. The value of a pixel in the output image is calculated by averaging the optical image over the light sensitive area. Most color cameras currently use a Bayer mask to reproduce the three color values R, G and B. The Bayer-mask is a per-pixel color mask which transmits only one of the color components. This is simulated by discarding the other two color components for each pixel.
Instead of describing the artificial video generator in detail we list the parameters which are included in our implementation and summarize their values and meaning in Table 1 .
The most important parameters we use are the base image itself and the scan path. Other variables can be fixed to sensible defaults as proposed in the table. Other unimplemented, but still noteworthy, parameters are noise in image acquisition (e.g. in [11] ) and photometric and geometric distortions. Artificial data always have their drawbacks compared to real-world data, no matter how they are created. Therefore we propose a second method to create gold standard level real world videos for mosaicing evaluation. Gold standard data could be created by edging the scanning path with distinctive markers, that will show up only on video border areas. The video frames are registered with a reference (off-line) method taking advantage of the markers. For testing purposes, the video image is cropped leaving all markers out of view, and the transformation parameters produced by registration are adjusted accordingly. The cropped video is then real-world test material with known gold standard registration. The downside is that the scan path cannot be arbitrary, because the markers must not be seen in the middle part of the video image. Also, as there is no base image, the blending algorithm of the reference mosaicing method will affect the results. Table 1 . Parameters and features used in the video generator.
Base image.
Base image is the selected ground truth image. Its contents are critical for automatic mosaicing and photometric error scores. Scan path.
The locations and orientations of the snapshots from a base image. Determines motion velocities, accelerations, mosaic coverage and video length. Video frames must not cross base image borders. Optical magnification, k magn = 0.5.
Pixel size relationship between base image and video frames. Must be less than one when evaluating superresolution mosaicing. Optical interpolation factor, k interp = 5.
Additional resolution multiplier for producing more accurate projections of the base image, defines the resolution of the optical image. Camera cell array size, 400 by 300 pixels.
Affects directly the visible area per frame in the base image. The video frame size. Camera cell structure, x = 0.1, y = 0.1, w = 0.8, h = 0.8.
The size and position of the rectangular light sensitive area inside each camera pixel (Figure 2 ). In reality this approximation is also related to the point spread function (PSF), as we do not handle PSF explicitly. Camera color filter.
Either 3CCD (every color channel for each pixel) or Bayer mask (only one color channel for each pixel). We use 3CCD model. Video frame color depth.
The same as we use for the base image: 8 bits per color channel per pixel. Interpolation method in image transformations.
Due to the definition of the base image we can use nearest pixel interpolation in forming the optical image.
Photometric error measure.
A pixel-wise error measure scaled to the range [0, 1]. Two options: i) root-mean-squared error in RGB space, and ii) root-mean-squared error in L*u*v* space assuming the pixels are in sRGB color space. Spatial resolution of photometric error.
The finer resolution of the base image and the mosaic resolutions.
Evaluating Mosaicing Error
In this section we formulate a mosaic image quality representation or visualization, referenced to as coverage-cumulative error score graph, for comparing mosaicing methods. First we justify the use of solely photometric information in the representation and then introduce the importance of coverage information. The measurement method is a way of computing mosaic image differences, attaching coverage information and representing the result as a graph.
Geometric vs. Photometric Error
Mosaicing, in principle, is based on two rather separate processing steps: registration of video frames, in which the spatial relations between frames is estimated, and blending the frames into a mosaic image, that is deriving mosaic pixel values from the frame pixel values. Since the blending requires accurate registration of frames, especially in superresolution methods, it sounds reasonable to measure the registration accuracy or the geometric error. However, in the following we describe why measuring the success of a blending result (photometric error) is the correct approach.
Geometric error occurs, and typically also accumulates, due to image registration inaccuracy or failure. The geometric error can be considered as errors in geometric transformation parameters, assuming that the transformation model is sufficient. In the simplest case this is the error in frame pose in reference coordinates. Geometric error is the error in pixel (measurement) location.
Two distinct sources for photometric error exist. The first is due to geometric error, e.g., points that are detected to overlap are not the same point in reality. The second is due to the imaging process itself. Measurements from the same point are likely to differ because of noise, changing illumination, exposure or other imaging parameters, vignetting, and spatially varying response characteristics of the camera. Photometric error is the error in pixel (measurement) value.
Usually a reasonable assumption is that geometric and photometric errors correlate. This is true for natural, diverse scenes, and constant imaging process. It is easy, however, to show pathological cases, where the correlation does not hold. For example, if all frames (and the world) are of uniform color, the photometric error can be zero, but geometric error can be arbitrarily high. On the other hand, if geometric error is zero, the photometric error can be arbitrary by radically changing the imaging parameters. Moreover, even if the geometric error is zero and photometric information in frames is correct, non-ideal blending process may introduce errors. This is the case especially in superresolution methods (the same world location is swiped several times) and the error certainly belongs to the category of photometric error.
From the practical point of view, common for all mosaicing systems is that they take a set of images as input and the mosaic is the output. Without any further insight into a mosaicing system only the output is measurable and, therefore, a general evaluation framework should be based on photometric error. Geometric error cannot be computed if it is not available. For this reason we concentrate on photometric error, which allows to take any mosaicing system as a black box (including proprietary commercial systems).
Quality Computation and Representation
Before we present our mosaic quality representation, coverage-cumulative error score graph, we discuss several issues leading to its selection, especially pixel-world relationship and excessive and missing pixels (coverage). Here the normalized length of RGB error vector is used in sum of squared error and mean-squared-error, but this is only an exemplary image (pixel) difference metric. Other metrics exist [12] .
Some terminology has to be defined first. An image in a digital system is inherently a rectangle. All pixels in a base image are representing a scene, in other words it is a full image or fully determined image. When a video is created from the base image by an artificial camera, all video frames come from a part of the base image. One video frame covers only a portion of the base image. Depending on camera field of view and the scan path, not all pixels of the base image are imaged in a video sequence. A mosaicing system takes in the video and tries to reconstruct the base image, producing a mosaic image. The video does not contain measurements of the whole base image, therefore the base image cannot be reconstructed completely. The mosaicing system must decide which pixels in the mosaic image have color and which are undefined (not measured in the first place). A determined pixel is a mosaic pixel with assigned color. An undetermined pixel is a pixel that was never assigned a color (in lack of measurements from that position).
Seemingly straightforward measure is to compute the mean squared error (MSE) between a base image and a corresponding aligned mosaic. However, in many cases the mosaic and the base image are in different resolutions, having different pixel sizes. The mosaic may not cover all of the base area of the base image, and it may cover areas outside the base area. The base area is the area of the base image which an ideal mosaicing system reconstructs, i.e., the "correct result." For these reasons it is not trivial to define as what should be computed for MSE. Furthermore, MSE as such does not really tell the "quality" of a mosaic image. If the average pixel-wise error is constant, MSE is mostly unaffected by coverage. The sum of squared error (SSE) suffers from similar problems.
Interpretation of the base image is simple compared to the mosaic. The base image, and also the base area, is defined as a two-dimensional function with complete support. The pixels in a base image are not just point samples but really cover the whole pixel area. How should the mosaic image be interpreted; as point samples, full pixels, or maybe even with a point spread function (PSF)? Using a PSF would imply that the mosaic image is taken with a virtual camera having the PSF. What should the PSF be? Point sample covers an infinitely small area, which is not realistic. Interpreting the mosaic image the same way as the base image seems the only feasible solution, and is justified by the graphical interpretation of an image pixel (a solid rectangle).
The sum of squared error (SSE) and MSE exhibit inherent problems when used as a quality measure. If the mosaic image covers only a very small portion of the base area, but the image values match exactly, SSE and MSE are zero. Of course, the mosaic image is not perfect, as it does not cover the whole base area. Now suppose there is a small error in all mosaic image values. A mosaic image having larger coverage of the base image will have a higher SSE, but roughly the same MSE as a smaller coverage mosaic. Or suppose that one mosaic covers a small area with higher average error and another mosaic a bigger area with smaller average error; in this case SSE can be completely misleading.
Combing the information about SSE and coverage in a graph can better visualize the quality differences between mosaic images. We borrow from the idea of Receiver Operating Characteristic curve and propose to draw the SSE as a function of coverage. SSE here is the smallest possible SSE when selecting n determined pixels from the mosaic image. This makes all graphs monotonically increasing and thus easily comparable. Define N as the number of mosaic image pixels required to cover exactly the base area. Then coverage a = n/N . Note that n must be integer to correspond to binary decision on each mosaic pixel whether to include that pixel. Section 5 contains many graphs as examples.
How to account for differences in resolution, i.e., pixel size? Both the base image and the mosaic have been defined as functions having complete support and composing of rectangular or preferably square constant value areas, or pixels. For error computation each mosaic pixel is always considered as a whole. The error value for the pixel is the squared error integrated over the pixel area. Whether the resolution of the base image is coarser or finer does not make a difference.
Somewhat related to resolution is the question of alignment between the base image and the mosaic image. In the artificial data the exact correct location, orientation and size of the first video frame is known. This knowledge is used to fix the coordinate frames of the base image and the mosaic image. It avoids estimation of alignment which might not be exact. The downside is that it makes the first frame special. In the mosaic image, alignment error between the first frame and the rest of the mosaic can produce a huge overall error. Using a registration method to estimate the alignment of the whole mosaic image might in that case produce more reliable results.
How to deal with missing or excessive pixels? Missing pixels are areas the mosaic should have covered according to the base area but are not determined. Excessive pixels are determined pixels in the mosaic covering areas outside the base area. Missing pixels do not contribute to the mosaic coverage or error score. If a mosaicing method leaves missing pixels, the error curve does not reach 100% coverage. Excessive pixels contribute the theoretical maximum error to the error score, but the effect on coverage is zero. This is justified by the fact that in this case the mosaicing method is giving measurements from an area that is not measured, creating false information.
Finally, let us view a comparison of two different non-perfect mosaic images, that will try explain the purpose of the proposed visualization method. Figure 3a represents a "ground truth" mosaic. The video is artificially generated, so ground truth alignment is known. Figures 3b and 3c are difference images computed as explained above, with RGB error vector norm and accounting for missing and excessive pixels. The error in Figure 3b is a small random error in frames' translation parameters referred to as alignment noise. The error in Figure 3c is uniform additive Gaussian noise in all frames, called as color noise. The coverage-cumulative error score graphs are in Figure 3d .
Which one is better, the mosaic with alignment noise or the mosaic with color noise? Looking at MSE numbers in Table 2 is seems that the alignment noise introduces less errors, at least with the used error metric (RGB error vector norm). On the other hand, the high errors are at the edges in the scene. One could argue that information content is therefore better preserved with color noise. MSE and standard deviation do not reveal this, but the graph in Figure 3d does. The curve for color noise increases steadily, depicting almost uniform error over the mosaic image. For alignment noise the curve first grows slowly due to large flat areas in the image and then spikes, eventually surpassing the other curve. No single number can reflect this difference in distribution and total error. 
Demonstrations
As example mosaicing methods, two different mosaicing algorithms are used, both with two different versions. The first mosaicing method, referenced to as the ground truth mosaic, is a mosaic constructed based on the ground truth geometric transformations (no estimated registration), using either nearest pixel interpolation or linear interpolation in blending video frames into a mosaic image one by one. As the geometric transformations are known, the only non-trivial issue in composing the ground truth mosaic is how to deal with real-valued pixel coordinates-hence the two interpolation variants. The second mosaicing method is our real-time mosaicing system [13] that estimates geometric transformations from video images using point trackers and random sample consensus, and uses OpenGL for real-time blending of frames into a mosaic. The two versions of the real-time method differ in point tracking accuracy: one uses integer coordinates, the other attempts to achieve sub-pixel accuracy. None of these methods use a superresolution approach. Three artificial videos have been created, each from a different base image. The base images are in Figure 4 . The bunker image (2048 × 3072 px) contains a natural random texture. The device image (2430 × 1936 px) is a photograph with strong edges and smooth surfaces. The face image (3797 × 2762 px) is scanned from a print at such resolution that the print raster is almost visible and produces interference patterns when further sub-sampled (we have experienced this situation with our real-time mosaicing system's imaging hardware). As noted in Table 1 , k magn = 0.5 so the resulting ground truth mosaic is in half the resolution, and is scaled up by repeating pixel rows and columns. The real-time mosaicing system uses a scale factor 2 in blending to compensate. Figure 5 contains coverage-cumulative error score curves of four mosaics created from the same video of the bunker image. In Figure 5a it is clear that the real-time methods getting larger error and slightly less coverage are inferior to the ground truth mosaics. The real-time method with sub-pixel accuracy point tracking is noticeably worse than integer accuracy point tracking, suggesting that the sub-pixel estimates are erroneous. The ground truth mosaic with linear interpolation of frames in blending phase seems to be a little better than using nearest pixel method. However, when looking at the magnified graph in Figure 5b the case is not so simple anymore. The nearest pixel method gets some pixel values more correct than linear interpolation, which appears to always make some error. But, when more and more pixels of the mosaics are considered, the nearest pixel method starts to accumulate error faster. If there would be way to select the 50% of the most correct pixels of a mosaic, then in this case the nearest pixel method would be better. A single image quality number, or even coverage and quality together, cannot express this situation. Table 3 shows the maximum coverage values and cumulative error scores without (at max coverage) and with (total) excessive pixels. To more clearly demonstrate the effect of coverage and excessive pixels, an artificial case is shown in Figure 6 . Here the video from the device image is processed with the real-time mosaicing system (integer version). An additional mosaic scale factor was set to 0.85, 1.0 and 1.1. Figure 6b presents the resulting graphs along with the ground truth mosaic. When the mosaic scale is too small by factor 0.85, the curve reaches only 0.708 coverage and due to a particular scan path there are no excessive pixels. Too large scale by factor 1.1 introduces a great amount of excessive pixels, which are seen in the coverage-cumulative error score curve as a vertical spike at the end.
The face video is the most controversial because it should have been low-pass filtered to smooth interferences. The non-zero pixel fill ratio in creating the video removed the worst interference patterns. This is still a usable example, for the real-time mosaicing system fails to properly track the motion. This results in excessive and missing pixels as seen in Figure 7 , where the curve does not reach full coverage and exhibits the spike at the end. The relatively high error score of ground truth mosaic compared to the failed mosaic is explained by the difficult nature of the source image. 
Discussion
In this paper we have proposed the idea of creating artificial videos from a high resolution ground truth image (base image). The idea of artificial video is not new, but combined with our novel way of representing the errors between a base image and a mosaic image it unfolds new views into comparing the performance of different mosaicing methods. Instead of inspecting the registration errors we consider the photometric or intensity and color value error. Using well-chosen base images the photometric error cannot be small if registration accuracy is lacking. Photometric error also takes into account the effect of blending video frames into a mosaic, giving a full view of the final product quality. The first video generating method creates artificial images, but the second method proposed for creating test videos relies on markers on a real-world surface. Gold standard video frame alignment parameters are estimated using the markers, and then for testing the video is cropped to cut all markers out of the view. While the idea is practical, it was not tested.
The novel representation is the coverage-cumulative error score graph, which connects the area covered by a mosaic to the photometric error. It must be noted, that the graphs are only comparable when they are based on the same artificial video. To demonstrate the graph, we used a real-time mosaicing system and a ground truth transformations based mosaicing method to create different mosaics. The pixel-wise error metric for computing photometric error was selected to be the simplest possible: length of the normalized error vector in RGB color space. This is likely not the best metric and for instance Structural Similarity Index [12] could be considered.
The proposed methodology is suitable for evaluating planar mosaicing. In more natural mosaicing tasks, e.g. panorama with a hand-held camera, depth discontinuities in the scene combined with non-zero camera translation produce unwanted effects. Some algorithms cope with these effects better than others, but the proposed evaluation methodology cannot take those into account. Good questions in that case are what is the groundtruth and how should the correct mosaic image be constructed.
Another drawback in the implementation is the use of the first video frame for fixing the base image and mosaic image coordinate systems. This makes the first frame special and may in some cases lead to unreliable error scores. On the other hand using a registration method to align the two images may not give exact results.
